2022 SALARY & TALENT REPORT

OVERVIEW
We are seeing a continuous adoption of Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning
software solutions as a key trend, looking ahead to the rest of the year and 2023.
This growth is being coupled with an increase in cloud-native development using
Kubernetes , low-code/no-code (LCNC) development, and a focus on quality,
cybersecurity, and automation. We also expect to see Python and Golang’s
growing popularity continue throughout 2022 and beyond, as a staple language of
developers creating solutions with AI- and ML-based features.
The software development market is constantly evolving, and we have made a
commitment to focus on partnering with startups who are pushing boundaries
within the emerging tech space.
Since the start of the pandemic, we have seen companies enhancing customer
experience by offering a more prominent digital alternative. We have seen there is
a growing interest in low-code development platforms with the market revenue
expected to hit $46.4
46.4 billion
billionby
by2026
2026. The idea here is to allow more flexibility for
customers, such as creating digital banking that can allow users all over the world
to make transactions at the click of a button.
The demand for engineers on the backend of software has been steadily
increasing. We’ve seen a growing need for backend infrastructure/ platform
engineers – specifically, due to recent advances in Machine Learning and AI. Those
who have worked with large complex data sets are particularly in high demand
since scalability is a core of big data analytics. Cloud development is transitioning
to be the go-to method working with big data platforms.
Companies must be extremely competitive to bring on, and retain, top talent as
those that are not offering competitive salaries, as well as benefits, bonuses, and
equity, are struggling to keep up with the demands of the candidates. The market
for Backend Engineers has changed greatly, candidates now can command
competitive salaries and flexible working environments - and that is just the start.
We have seen a booming 20% increase in compensation packages for these
specialized engineers within the last year, including large sign-on bonuses up to
$100K.

We've invested heavily in data insight sources* that give us access to privileged market information in
real-time. This means we can offer our clients tailored market insight, giving them a competitive
advantage to find the very best software professionals.

2022 HIGHLIGHTS
So far, we’ve seen an overwhelming demand for top talent. As salaries and
packages continue to increase, large funding from Venture Capitalist firms is also
becoming more of a standard. The attention being turned to startups has been
increasing - with people looking for the next big thing.
WHY SHOULD YOU JOIN A START-UP?
Diversity of responsibilities
While working at a startup you will have the ability to wear multiple hats,
meaning you are exposed to many different technologies and can oftentimes
work on an end-to-end process.
Impact
The bar is high at startups because each individual contributor is essential to
the overall success of the company. With this direct impact to the process, the
feeling of productivity is always present.
Culture
Close-knit environment that values
communication, and a flat hierarchy.
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Growth
Business plans expand rapidly, as well as the head count. Often there are high
retention rates because individuals grow within the business.
Unlimited potential
While there are risks, the payoff can be exponential if the business succeeds
(especially joining in the beginning stages of a startup).
In 2022, my prediction is that we will continue to find individuals who are leaving top
tech companies to pursue a more exciting challenge at a startup. Smaller companies
are constantly innovating, and with the advances in Artificial Intelligence and
Machine Learning, the tech market is constantly transitioning at an extremely fast
pace.
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1.4

15% | 85%

Number of professionals in the
talent pool at the time of creating
this report.

Is the median tenure of Software
professionals before they are most
likely to move on to a new role.

Is the gender split in the industry,
with males accounting for the
majority of professionals (at 80%).

WHERE IS THIS TALENT
LOCATED?
Let’s take a look at the profile of Software candidates and who
was making big moves in the industry in the last 12 months.

TOP LOCATIONS
San Francisco Bay Area | New York City Metropolitan Area | Greater
Seattle | Los Angeles Metropolitan Area | Greater Boston

FINDING
TALENT
WHAT UNIVERSITIES ARE
PRODUCING SOFTWARE
TALENT?
Georgia Institute of Technology

15,401

The University of California, Berkeley

14,189

Carnegie Mellon University

11,393

University of Southern California

10,495

WHAT DEGREE DO THESE
PROFESSIONALS HAVE?
Computer Science

WHAT TECH IS
BEING USED?
Python
Java
JavaScript
C++
SQL
Linux
Golang
HTML
Git
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WHO'S EMPLOYING
THIS TALENT?
WHO ARE THE TOP COMPANIES EMPLOYING
SOFTWARE TALENT?
1. Commonwealth Fusion

11. Figma

2. Nuro

12. Moveworks

3. Lyra Health

13. Turing

4. Shopmonkey

14. Hinge Health

5. Suzy

15. Highspot

6. Lacework

16. Bestow

7. Brex

17. HypeAuditor

8. Stavvy

18. Homebound

9. Gong.io

19. Cricket Health

10. Corvus Insurance

20. Deel

BENEFITS
When it comes to the working environment and benefits, we have found
that most of our clients are transitioning into fully remote or hybrid
working environments. The younger generation is still looking to have
some sort of in-office presence while those who have been in the field
for quite a while prefer fully remote. Our clients have successfully
introduced creative ways to maintain their culture while employees are
fully remote – for instance, trips and incentives. For many, the shift from
onsite to remote work was a big task. Today, it has become the norm,
with many of those companies taking a favorable attitude toward
working remotely.
A recent study showed:
59% of respondents said their software teams increased their
productivity while working remotely
42.6%
42.6% of respondents said it has become easier to meet task
deadlines
64% of respondents plan to work remotely 3+ days per week

WHICH BENEFITS ARE MOST IMPORTANT TO
THEM?
Remote/flexible working
Healthcare
Childcare allowance

WHAT DOES THIS TALENT TYPICALLY GET?

Bright team

Competitive
packages

Flexible
working

Strong culture

WHAT EMPLOYER VALUE PROPOSITIONS ARE
MOST IMPORTANT TO THIS TALENT?
Challenging work, a friendly work environment, and a commitment
to diversity and inclusion are the top three attributes of employer
value propositions in the US. One of the main reasons people join
startups is the newness and potential for success which creates a
positive, motivating environment that employees enjoy being a part
of each day. When everyone shared a common goal of building the
business, it enhances employee commitment and productivity.
Speed within interview process.

WHAT FACTORS ARE DRIVING TALENT TO LOOK
FOR NEW JOBS?
Lack of growth
Being underpaid
Lack of interest

SALARY GUIDE
EXAMPLE SALARIES FOR DIFFERENT
ROLES/LEVELS BASED ON OUR PLACEMENT DATA
Startups:
$140,000 (entry-level) – $225,000 (Principal)
Base + Share Options + Sign-on Bonus

Public Companies:
$150,000 (entry-level) – $300,000 (Principal)
Base + Bonus + RSUs + Sign-on Bonus

LET'S STAY IN
TOUCH!
JULIA COHN
RECRUITMENT CONSULTANT
In this report, we really wanted to delve into
software development as a key growth
area, though we do work in a number of
specialist areas (silicon photonics, quantum
mechanics, and more). For any further
information about the statistics in this
report, or other information about other
areas, and advice on how to attract talent
and streamline hiring processes, feel free to
contact me for a chat.

jcohn@acceler8talent.com
(860) 919-9477
Let's connect

*Report created using LinkedIn Insights data from 2022 | Salary brackets based on these figures and
current market movements

☎ (857) 239-0033
GET IN TOUCH
WWW.ACCELER8TALENT.COM
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